In Passing – Annegien van Doorn
My friend babysits a three-year old boy named Sam, and everyday on the way to the
park he insists that they stop at this particular construction site where they’ve been
tearing down a house and digging out a new foundation. Against all common sense, my
friend and the workers actually let him stumble around the plot, and then talks about it
breathlessly for the rest of the day. It’s interesting the way kids fixate on these things. In
the U.S., they have a whole video series of bulldozers moving dirt around marketed
specifically to children. Is this an extension somehow of their dinosaur fetish? As in, here
is my toy brontosaurus, but it’s bigger now and that’s awesome? My friend has a
different theory. She believes that it’s related to the child’s burgeoning awareness that
the world exists beyond them, and that it is not a monolithic place but frangible, anarchic
and can be affected by the will. She thinks that seeing the earth itself moved on such a
grand scale is fundamentally liberating for children. And I suppose that’s why she lets
Sam walk around the construction site.
In the photographs of Annegien van Doorn, we see this childlike thrill and embrace of an
uncertain, unstable world. She captured the little ways in which people cope with
entropy, the inevitable truth that all things must return to their constituent parts and fall
back to the ground. “I’m fascinated by the ability of people to create solutions with
whatever they’ve got by hand,” she tells us, “In the rough and often poorly made
constructions, I see beauty and character.” We are all at the whim of the goddess
Fortuna, Van Doorn suggests, but therein lies our possibility for grace. Not the greatness
thrust upon us by the ridiculous, melodramatic Hamlet’s slings and arrows, but rather the
youthful humor and wit that we could all display in our dealings with an ever shifting and
troublesome milieu. Here collapses and fractures are shored up and artfully mended with
the very rubble of other disasters, as if these were not accidents at all but simply the
liberation of construction material for new projects. Indeed, the very objects that appear
as trash in some photos are reborn in others as catch basins, seats or signposts. Plastic
is a universal medium shaped to any number of ends here, while chairs can be designed
from almost anything.
Mixed in with these photographs of the works of others, and barely distinguishable from
them, are images of her own improvised sculptures. They are like ritual enactments of a
kind of household magic, spells that keep disaster at bay by mocking it, by willfully
preempting its effects. Otherwise they have no use value, but this is precisely the point.
They underscore the idea that the “found” work seen here was born as much from
aesthetic choice as necessity. We are at the mercy of a world in flux, but it is through our
creative response to it that we are able to negotiate our autonomy. In the end, she tells
us, it is salvage that will be our salvation.
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